Measuring, Modeling, and Predicting the Magnetic Assembly Rate of 2D-Staggered Janus Particle Chains.
The assembly of magnetic Janus particles in a quasi-two-dimensional environment with a dipole moment shifted from the center and oriented perpendicular to the Janus cap height is studied with optical microscopy and found to adhere to a general model accounting for the particle dipole strength, the particle Brownian dynamics, the initial concentration, and, most importantly, the magnetic dipole shift. The particle aggregates are treated as diffusing spherocylinders with length and width dependent on the magnetic dipole shift. Aggregation occurs irreversibly once particle aggregates enter within a distance at which Brownian and dipole forces are equal, defined as the capture distance. The capture distance model is expressed as a general Smoluchowski coagulation rate kernel for chains of an arbitrary length, dipole strength, and dipole shift, allowing for aggregation rate predictions for related systems.